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To all whom may concern .' . 
Be it known that l, Bonner KiiriN, a 

citizen of the German Republic, residing" at 
Berlin, Germany, have invented certain new 
‘and useful “improvements in T-lassaging Ap 
paratus with Revolving Ecceitric Sections 
for which Ihave an application in 

Germany, Mar. 24-7 1914), of which the tol 
iowing is a speci?cation. 

rl‘here have already become lrnown appa 
ratuses for massage of the kind in which 
eccentric massaging bodies arranged 
upon a ?exible shaiit at determined dis 
tances apart. lVith such massaging;~ appa 
ratus it is only possible to massage at cer 
tain points, the tl"<*'ibility of the which 
carries the mass? ng bodies, preventing in 
any cases a favourable action as the massag 
ing bodies can yield instead of acting eti‘ec 
tively upon the human body. 

This invention has for its hject to use 
a inassag an apparatus for suriace massag 
ing in utilizing the well known eccentric 
SGi'iZlODS as massaging bodies. These eccen 
trio sections mounted, according to the 
invention, so that they are in close contact 
with one another and form together a con 
tinuous rigid massaging shaft, whose ec 
centric bodies produce a massaging action 
successively along the entire length of the 
shaft. It this revolving shaft 18 being" 
moved over a part of the human body which 
has to be massagedthe entire surface of 
the body situated below the shaft is mas 
saged at the same time. The eccentric sec 
tions of the massaging shaft can all he cut 
out of one shaft or they ‘can consist of 
separate sections which are tightly mounted 
upon a rigid shaft. 
In order that the invention may be clearly 

understood 1 shall proceed to describe the 
same with reference to the example or con 
struction shown in the accompanying draw~ 
ing. 

the massage apparatus consists ot a U 
"I shaped holder 0 in which the rigid snaiit a 

of the mass-a ‘Ting apparatus is mounted sov he‘: 
that it can be connected with the flexible 
shaft 6. Upon said shaft n a hollow rod 

7 mounted which has been turned on the 
lathe so 

same diai_ 
in such 
sections 
tie one 
quently 

tricity will 

that a number of adjacent sections 
r different eccentricity are produced. rl‘he 

several sections of said rod 7/: are all of the 
or, but they have been turned 

a manner that the centers of the 
are displaced in ditterent directions 
with reg'z‘i'd to the others. Conse 
when the rod 70 revolves the parts 
d which possess the greatest eccen 

successively upon the point 
oi the human body which iasto be mas 
saged, and said eccentric sections are dis 
J. 
L over the entire length of said rod, 
the massaging‘ action upon the correspond 

point or the human body will take place 
successively 
said she; 

' along the entire length of 
at every revolution of the same. 

i) 

p 
r11‘; . U '. . '-' ~ ' 1 r 4 lne niassae'ing action is based upon the 

+ 
L lie strokes which depends on the 

amplitude of the eccentricity oi the sections 
of the r 
massage 
share a 

od 70 and it may be called “surface 
” as with every revolution of the 
the nur erous sectlons of the rod 

70 act simultaneously along the entire length 
J: L v 

or the s halt a. 
The above described e?iect could also be 

obtained if the rod 76 was composed of a 
certain number ot'separate sections mounted 
'on the shaft a 
tact wit 
shaft a. 
tions of 
wood. 

so that they are in close con 
h one another and ?xed upon said 
The rod 70 or the eccentric sec~ 

the same are preferably made from 

I claim :-— 
1. An improved massaging apparatus for 

surface massage comprising in combination 
with a "cl-shaped holder, a rigid shaft rev 
olubly‘ mounted in said holder, a flexible 

drivi shalt, a 
shaft connected with said rigid 
hollow rod of wood upon said rigid 

shaft, said rod consisting oi‘ a number of 
sections of erent eccentricity, substan 
tially as described and shown and for the 
purpose 

9 in .4. 
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set forth. _ 
improved massaging; apparatus. for 
massage comp using in comhinatlon 
" shaped holder. a rigid shaft rev 

~ anted in said holder, flexible 
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driving shaft connected with said rigid 
shaft, and periorated. sectlons of Wood 
whlch possess ch?’erent eccentrlcity mount 

In testimony whereof I a?ix ‘my signature 
1n presence of two wltnesses. 

- ed'upon saidrigid shaft so that they are in ‘ROBERT, KUHN“ 

the purpose set forth. 

close Contact the one with the. other, sub- ‘Witnesses: 
stentially as described and shown and for D. LUCIAN GOTTULES, 

UMARGARETE MICZO. 


